Special IFAK Mission

Krakow, Poland
September 23rd – 27th
Transporting IFAKs and Medical Supplies

Working with our partner – Operation White Stork – UCCA hand carried forty 50lb bags filled with life-saving Individual First Aid Kits (IFAKs) and medical supplies.
Checking in close to 2,000lbs worth of medical supplies
The duffle bags being loaded onto a plane headed for Krakow, Poland, where Operation White Stork has a warehouse thanks to the generosity of the Jesuit University.
First Step: Sort the life-saving Individual First Aid Kits
Next step

Sort, count and catalogue all the medical supplies
Prepare all the components for the IFAK assembly line...
Work Commences

Building out the IFAKs... piece by piece
Adding a few words of thanks and encouragement for Ukraine’s freedom fighters
IFAKs assembled and ready for delivery to the frontlines in Ukraine...
Help Save a Life... donate to UCCA’s IFAK Program

note IFAK in Memo